The EEA enables organizations to adopt and use Ethereum technology in their daily business operations. We empower the Ethereum ecosystem to develop new business opportunities, drive industry adoption, and learn and collaborate with one another. Our global community of members is made up of leaders, adopters, innovators, developers, entrepreneurs, and other individuals who are working together to advance Ethereum and drive industry adoption.

In this EEA Member Spotlight, Web3 Labs Founder and CEO Conor Svensson discusses how Web3 Labs, a blockchain technology and services company, works with the EEA to create a network of trusted, regulated Ethereum-like networks for different use cases.

The EEA is pleased to welcome SAP as its newest sponsor. SAP joins a growing list of companies that support Ethereum through the EEA, helping to drive innovation and adoption in the blockchain industry.

The EEA held its 4th Trusted Execution Working Group Education/Office Hours Series. Mercuri of ConsenSys joined us for a year-end review of all things Ethereum and a roadmap for 2022. Details about future events are available here.

In our EEA Monthly Education Series: 2021 Year-End Review and the Road to 2022, we were joined by Philip Carter of Accenture, Credit Suisse, Natixis, R3, SIX Digital Exchange and UBS.

EEA members are encouraged to join the December 15th workshops on Private Ethereum Networks and Web3 Core Informational Series.

The EEA recently appointed Samrat Kishor as co-chair of our Authority to Operate (ATO) Working Group. Samrat will be a new regional representative in India. Samrat will present on his new role with the EEA, and his insights into the Indian market.

In this Member Spotlight, Rock 'n' Block CEO Dmitriy Ershov talks about how Rock 'n' Block, a blockchain technology platform, is working to advance Ethereum and drive industry adoption.

The EEA is partnering with Web3 Labs to create a network of trusted, regulated Ethereum-like networks for different use cases. Web3 Labs is a blockchain technology and services company that works with the EEA to create a network of trusted, regulated Ethereum-like networks for different use cases.

The EEA is seeking members who are interested in helping to shape the future of Ethereum. EEA membership here.